NEW FALL Session - Book Information
Introduction to Medical Billing & Coding
September 22 – January 19, 2019

All five books are required for Introduction to Medical Billing and Coding

2019 ICD-10-CM Physician Edition
• CODE BOOK ISBN: 9780323582735
• Publisher: ELSEVIER / Saunders
• Available: 08.15.2018 (PRE-ORDER)

2019 CPT Professional Edition
• CODE BOOK ISBN: 978-1-62202-752-1
• Publisher: American Medical Association
• Available: 09.28.2018 (PRE-ORDER)

2019 HCPCS LEVEL 2
• CODE BOOK ISBN: 978-1-62202-779-8
• Publisher: American Medical Association
  Available: 12.21.18 (PRE-ORDER)

2018 STEP BY STEP MEDICAL CODING TEXT BOOK
• TEXT BOOK ISBN: 9780323430814
• PUBLISHER: Elsevier
• Available: NOW

2018 STEP BY STEP TEXT BOOK MEDICAL CODING WORKBOOK
• WORKBOOK ISBN: 9780323430791
• PUBLISHER: Elsevier
• Available: NOW

Revised 5/23/2018
Please note: Prices vary. Go to different websites www.barnesandnoble.com
www.elsevier.com or www.half.com or “Google” the ISBN number for a wide range of prices.

For more information call (757) 368-4150